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Abstract: This Trends article discusses The Federal Bureau of Investigation Reform Act of 2003 (S.1440), and the continuing popularity of the polygraph with security bureaucracies.

From the United States (US) Congressional Record (CR) of July 22, 2003 (US Senate) and the text of The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Reform Act of 2003 (S.1440) comes word that the polygraph is alive and well as a vehicle to support US security through advocacy for a revamped personnel security and counterintelligence program at the FBI. The question is whether this support is really security-philic or security-phobic.

[The polygraph] actually subsumes a host of procedures predicated on the assumption that there are reliable and valid physiological indicators of deception on the part of an individual answering specific questions. However, this reductionistic approach to the social psychological variable of deception has been unsupported by several comprehensive scientific analyses over the last 20 years.

Perhaps, in response to scientific non-support, the CR comments of a US Senator and the text of S.1440 contain qualifications for polygraph usage. These qualifications include procedures to “address false positives,” to “ensure quality control,” and to prevent “adverse personnel action” based “solely” on “physiological reaction on an exam without further investigation.”

Unfortunately, the first two qualifications are but rhetorical flourishes. For example, the whole point of scientific non-support for the polygraph is that it is almost always unknown when “false positives” occur. And, thus, to “ensure quality control” is doomed from the start, unless it is constrained as a quest to increase consistency of procedure—that can result in doing what is not right with less variability!

Finally, the required “further investigation” after a presumed psychophysiological indicator of deception still becomes the quest to prove a negative that is epistemologically prohibitive—viz., that the individual is not lying.
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